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Abstract
In this article the peristaltic transport of viscoelastic fluid through irregular
microchannel under the effect of Hall current, varying viscosity and porous medium
is investigated. The mathematical expressions for the basic flow equations of motion
are formulated and transformed into a system of ordinary differential equations by
utilizing appropriate non dimensional quantities. The exact solution for the
temperature distribution is obtained, while perturbation series solution for the stream
function in terms of tiny viscosity parameter is used. Graphical illustrations are
presented to capture the physical impact of embedded parameters in the fluid flow
i.e. the fluid velocity field, temperature distribution, pressure rise, and trapped bolus.
The study shows the opposite effect for Hall current parameter with the magnetic
parameter on the flow characteristics.
Keywords: peristaltic flow, varying viscosity, Hall current, porous medium,
irregular microchannel.

تأثير اللزوجة المتغيرة مع تيار هول على التدفق التمعجي للسائل اللزج المرن عبر وسط مسامي في
قناة متناهية الصغر غير منتظمة
حياة عادل علي

 العراق, بغداد, الجامعة التكظولوجية,قدم العموم التطبيقية
الخالصة

في هذه الطقالة تم توضيح الظقل التطعجي لمدائل المزج الطرن عبر قظاة متظاهية الصغر غير الطظتظطة تحت
 تطت صياغة التعبيرات الرياضية لطعادالت التدفق. والمزوجة الطتغيرة والوسط الطدامي، تأثير تيار هول
ظظام م الطعادالت التااضمية العادةة ع رريق استخدام الكطيات البابعدةة
الحل الدقيق لتوزيع درجة الح اررة بيظطا تم استخدام سمدمة االضطراب بالظدبة

األ ساسية لمحرةة وتحويماا لل
تم الحصول عم. الطظاسبة

 تم تقدةم الرسوم التوضيحية لبيان التأثير الطادي. لطعامل المزوجة الصغير في اةجاد الحل لدالة التدفق
 والاقاعة،  وارتااع الضغط،  وتوزيع درجة الح اررة، أي عم سرعة الطائع، لمطعمطات الطضطظة في تدفق الطائع
 في هذه الدراسة تم توضيح التأثير الطعاكس لطعامل تيار هول مع معمطة الطغظاريدية عم.الطحاصرة
.خاصائص التدفق

1. Introduction
The peristalsis mechanism becomes a great importance in many scientific researches
especially in mechanical, and physiological situations as well as in the human body flows in
____________________________________
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the esophagus, stomach, and intestines induced a progressive wave of contraction and
relaxation trains along the walls of the flexible muscles depending on peristaltic transport.
However, in the food process medical devices, and other industries this phenomenon plays a
great role in controlling the driven of fluids inside tracts, prevents blockages and keeps apart
the fluid contents from the tract boundaries [1,2]. The first progress in peristalsis principle
was done by Latham [3], who analyzed the flow of urine through ureter. Then after numerous
investigations addressed the peristaltic mechanism under various configurations are cited in
[4-6].
The peristaltic transport associates with some tubular organs like small blood vessels,
lymphatic vessel, intestine, digestive tract, and bloodstream in tiny conduits, where the
viscosity of the fluid shifts over the thickness of the fluid. Assuming the fluid viscosity is a
variable (function of space coordinate, and temperature) it helps to understand the complex
rheological behaviors of many classical and biological fluids. Therefore, it is extremely useful
to include the impact of variable viscosity instead of supposing the viscosity of the fluid to be
constant. Ali et al. [7] studied the effect of slip condition on the peristaltic transport of MHD
viscous fluid in a two-dimensional channel with variable viscosity. An investigation is based
on electro-magneto-hydrodynamic flow in micro-channels through slightly corrugated walls
impact which is recorded in the existence of variable viscosity by Rashid et al. [8]. However,
Khan et al. [4] employed the regular perturbation method to find the analytic solution for the
peristaltic flow of a Jeffrey fluid having variable viscosity through a porous medium in an
asymmetric channel. Prakash et al. [9] illustrated the effect of variable viscosity on peristaltic
transport of a viscoelastic fluid through a tapered microfluidic vessel. Nadeem and Akbar [10]
considered variable viscosity effect, and heat transfer on the peristaltic transport of MHD
Newtonian fluid.
Hall current have vast impacts for a high magnetic field as in MHD flows. This effect has
extensive applications in many aspects which encompasses the devices like power generators,
Hall accelerators, refrigeration coils, electric transformers, and spacecraft propulsion. The
peristaltic transport in the presence of Hall current has been discussed by various published
papers. Krishna et al. [11] illustrated the impact of Hall on MHD peristaltic flow of nonNewtonian Jeffery fluid in porous medium in a vertical channel. In 2019 Nabil et al. [12]
investigated two effect of Hall Currents and Ion Slip on a Peristaltic MHD Nanofluid with
Suspended Particles. Asha and Deepa [13] discussed the influence of Hall current, and heat
transfer on peristaltic blood flow of a MHD Jeffrey fluid in a vertical asymmetric porous
channel.
Keeping in observation the overhead medical, industrial and physiological practical
application for Hall current and variable viscosity, our aim in this study is to extend the work
of Prakash et al. [9] by investigating the effect of Hall current together with porous medium
on. The illustration is extended by involving the energy equation, and it is formulated under
the effect of magnetic field. As well as the concentration equations is studied. The exact
solution for the temperature and concentration fields are found by integration whereas.
Perturbation technique series is adopted to obtain the closed form solution for the stream
function. Finally, the physically impact of various pertinent parameters on the flow quantities
is analyzed graphically.
2. Problem Mathematical Formulation
Consider an incompressible a viscoelastic fluid has a variable viscosity generated by an
oscillatory wave travels along the ̌ −axis at fixed speed through a porous media in a twodimensional asymmetric non-uniform irregular microchannel. Furthermore the fluid is
subjected into a strong magnetic field
. The mathematical description for the
physical configuration of the problem in Figure 1 is written as [9]:
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which
refer to the upper, and lower walls, respectively.
are the upper, and
lower wave amplitudes, is the time,
is the thickness of the channel,
is
̌
̌
the non-uniform parameter , wavelength, and (
)
the Cartesian coordinates in fixed
[
] such that asymmetric channel with waves out of
frame. is the phase different and
phase which is expected when
, while
consider waves in phase. Moreover
satisfy the condition.
(3)

Figure 1-Geometry of the microchannel
The generalized Ohms law contains Hall effects are deduced as [14]:
⃑ ⃑ ⃑⃑
⃑
⃑⃑
[ ⃑⃑
( ⃑ ⃑⃑ )]

(4)
(5)

Hence, the magnetic force field is
⃑ (

(6)

)

In which ⃑ is current density, ⃑⃑
is velocity field, represents the electric
conductivity of the fluid,
is strength of magnetic field
the number density of electron,
refers to the electric charge, and (
) is the Hall parameter.
The dimensional essentially flow governing equations are represented by continuity, motion
in ̌ and ̌ direction, energy, and concentration, they are mathematically constructed
respectively as below
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Such that is the electrical conductivity, is thermal conductivity,
posity parameter
̌
̅
is density, is specific heat, is the fluid temperature vector, is the pressure, ̌ is the
concentration vector, is the Brownian diffusion coefficient,
is the thermal diffusion,
is the fluid mean temperature, and is the concentration susceptibility.
The associative dimensional slip boundary conditions are [15]
̌
̌
̌
(̌ )
̌
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̌
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The following dimensionless variables and quantities are given as
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Where is the slip parameter.
Equations. (7) - (12) will be transformed into the following dimensionless forms
,
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Adopt the assumptions of long-wavelength approximation and small Reynold’s number i.e.
dropping terms of order δ and higher equations. (15) -(18) are simplified to
(

)—

,

(19)

,

(20)
,

(21)

,

(22)
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Associate with the corresponding non-dimensional slip boundary conditions [15].
(

)

(23)
By defining the non-dimensional varying viscosity which is given as below [4]:
,
(24)
where is the viscosity coefficient. The time-averaged flux is scripted as
,
(25)
∫
So that the dimensionless relationship between the non-dimensional wave mean ﬂow and
is derived as
,
(26)
while the pressure rise across unite wavelength is given by
(27)
∫
We differentiate the equation (19) with respect to , and we use the equations (20) and (24),
then an equation in terms of stream function
is obtained as bellows:
(
)
,
(28)
Because of the nonlinearity of equation(28), the exact solution is difficult to be found.
Therefore, the perturbation technique will embrace to expand the stream function to small
value of viscosity coefficient as [16]
(29)
We substitute equation (29) into equation (23) and equation (28). This leads to the following
systems
2.1 Zeroth order system
(

)

,

(30)
(

)

(31)

2.2 First order system
(

)

(32)
(

)

(33)

By solving the previous two systems with using of Mathematica 11.3 . The final expression
for stream function is given by
(

(

)

),

(34)

Where
,
,
,
Furthermore, the exact solution for temperature and concentration field is achieved by making
benefit of the stream function as follows

(

(

(
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The coefficients
will be obtained by satisfying the
given boundary conditions
3. Graphical results and discussions
This part of the paper focuses on the graphical results and analysis the physical effect to
emerge important parameters on the flow characteristics that conclude the velocity profile,
temperature distribution, heat transfer along the lower wall, and trapping phenomenon for the
Newtonian fluid.
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the impact of Hartman number , Hall number
,porosity
parameter , dimensionless viscosity coefficient
, slip parameter
, non-uniform
parameter , flow rate parameter , and phase difference parameter
on the velocity
distribution profile. The parameters, and variables are
. It is noticed from the Figures that the velocity profiles attain
concave down behavior. In addition the velocity is not symmetric i.e. the result in the central
part opposite the response near the walls. Figures 2(a), 2(b) and 2(c) exhibit the influence of
,
and on
respectively. It is considered that enhancement of
diminishes the
motion of the fluid and henceforth the velocity profile decreases along the whole region,
while the velocity arises in the regions
. Whereas the
increment impact for
and on velocity profile are scrutinized along the length of the
channel, however the decreasing effect are noticed at some regions near the central part of the
channel. The mixed influence of on
is prescribed through Figure 3(a). While the
velocity profile shows two opposite behavior for higher values of
see Figure 3(b).
Furthermore, an increasing function of on
is portrayed and this is obvious since it
causes increase in channel’s diameter via Figure 3(c).
Elevation of temperature distribution
via variation of involved parameters is
captured in this subsection through Figures 4 and 5. The discussion is done for the fixed
magnitudes
. It is
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deduced from these plots that the fluid’s temperature witnessed variation near the boundaries,
while it remains stable in the central part of the channel. The temperature distribution
development in response to ascending values of Hartman number
is illustrated in Figure
4(a). Larger values of
reversely effect on
due to the fact that the existence of the
magnetic field produces a resistance force which declines the fluid’s temperature. Similar
outcome of
is recorded upon enhance the porosity parameter , Soret number , Dufour
number
and Hall number
via Figures 4(b) ,4(c),5(a), and 5(b) respectively. While
Figure 5(c) reveals that the temperature distribution decelerates when the value of Brinkman
number
enhances.
The variation of fluid concentration
versus the axial coordinate with ascending
values of Hartman number , Hall number ,porosity parameter , dimensionless viscosity
coefficient , Prandtl number
, Brinkman number
, and for fixed quantities
This is visualized in Figures 6 and 7. The patterns of concentration profile show that the
fluid particles are more concentrated near the boundaries of channel whereas it is settle down
in the central region. Figure 6(a) highlights the diminishing impact of on
. However,
exhibits an increment behavior due to elevate of
and values via Figures 6(b), and
6(c) respectively. Two opposite influence for on
profile is interpreted in Figure 7(a)
i.e. the profile increases for
, and decreases for
. It is observed
from Figures 7(b) and 7(c) that the concentration profile reduces for higher magnitudes of
, and
This subsection focuses on the development in pressure rise
which is integrated
numerically using Mathematica 11.3 against the flow rate effected through the following
interesting parameters Hartman number , dimensionless viscosity coefficient , Hall
number , permeability parameter , slip parameter
, and non-uniform parameter . This
is done for fixed quantities
via Figures 8
and 9. It is demonstrated that the flow region split into three segments as follows: peristaltic
region for
, the retrograde pumping region
, and the
augmented pumping
, while the free pumping is achieved when
.
Figure 8(a), and 8(b) record the decreasing impact for
and
on the all flow pumping
region. Whilst directly effect for
and
on the previous three pumping region that
compared with
see Figures 8(c),9(a) and 9(b). It is noticed from Figure 9(c) that for
ascending value of
all the pumping regions increase up to a critical value
.
However, the pumping diminishes after this value.
The living body fluid flux characteristics like motion of thrombus in blood vessels, and
the chyme movement through the gastrointestinal tract are application of an interesting
phenomenon in the peristaltic flow which is called trapping. In this phenomenon, an internally
circulating fluid bolus formulates by closed streamlines and moves along with the wave. This
subsection is allocated to propose the development in the trapping phenomenon versus
different values of pertinent parameters. Figures 10, and 11 demonstrate the behavior of
Hartman number and Hall number on the trapped bolus, respectively. It is evident that
shows a declining impact on trapped bolus meanwhile and this result is obvious since the
effect of magnetic forced is represented by Hartman number opposite the fluid flow , the
volume, and number of bolus enhances for larger values of . The opposite effect of the Hall
parameter on the Hartmann parameter comes because the first is added to reduce the effect of
the magnetic field on the flow and thus increases the velocity of the flow. Qualitatively
increasing is response of trapped bolus in size and numbers especially in the upper part of
channel against enhancement of permeability parameter , and dimensionless viscosity
coefficient . These are recorded via Figures 12, and 13. However, from Figure 14 we have
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visualized that the bolus of fluid have gone down in size via enlarges of time flow rate
parameter . Figure 15 portrayed rises up in number and magnitude of the trapped bolus for
ascending values of slip parameter .
(a)
(b)
(c)

Figure 2-The velocity profile elevation via ascending value of (a) Hartman number
number (c) permeability parameter
(a)

(b)

(b) Hall

(c)

Figure 3-The velocity profile elevation via ascending value of (a) dimensionless viscosity
coefficient (b) slip parameter (c) non-uniform parameter .
(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4-The temperature distribution profile elevation via ascending value of (a) Hartman
number (b) permeability parameter (c) Soret number .
(a)
(b)
(c)

Figure 5-The temperature distribution profile elevation via ascending value of (a) Dufour
number
(b) Hall number (c) Brinkman number
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6-The fluid concentration profile variation for ascending value of (a) Hartman number
(b) Hall number (c) permeability number
(a)
(b)
(c)

Figure 7-The fluid concentration profile variation for ascending value of (b) dimensionless
viscosity parameter (b) prandtl number
(c) Brinkman number .
(a)
(b)
(c)

Figure 8-The pressure rise
against elevation of (a) Hartman number
viscosity parameter (c) Hall number .
(a)
(b)
(c)

(b) dimensionless

Figure 9-The pressure rise
against elevation of (a) permeability number
parameter (c) non-uniform parameter .
(a)
(b)

(b) slip

Figure- 10 The streamlines contours for elevation of Hartman number

.
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(a)

(b)

Figure-11 The streamlines contours for elevation of Hall number
(a)

.

(b)

Figure 12 -The streamlines contours for elevation of permeability number
(a)

.

(b)

Figure 13-The streamlines contours for elevation of dimensionless viscosity parameter
.
(a)
(b)

Figure 14-The streamlines contours for elevation of time flow rate parameter
.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15-The streamlines contours for elevation of slip parameter

.

Conclusions
This paper devotes to inspect the effect of Hall current and varying viscosity on the
peristaltic transport of viscoelastic fluid through porous medium in irregular microchannel.
By considering the assumption of low Reynolds number and long wavelength, a system of
nonlinear differential equations is obtained and solved for temperature field and stream
function using Mathematica 11.3. The study has been come out with essential observations
which are highlighted below:
The results for velocity profile of variable viscosity parameter in this study are consistent
with those in Ref. [9] for
However, opposite result is deduced for pressure
rise for . The velocity profiles attain concave down behavior. Moreover, it is observed that
the result in the center of the channel are opposite to those calculated near the boundaries. An
oscillatory effect for the parameters , , , , and on the velocity profiles is illustrated,
whereas an increment impact for is recorded. It is evident from the plots that the
temperature distribution profiles witnessed variation near the boundaries, however its value
remains stable in the center of the channel. A decay in temperature distribution
is
deduced via enhancement of ,
and elevation in
is found due to the increasing of ,
,
, and
magnitudes. The patterns of concentration profile
diminishes via rise
the values
, and
, whereas, two opposite effect for on
profile is noticed.
Decreasing impact for and on the pressure rise
, whilst directly effect for
and
on
values. The volume and number of trapped bolus enhances for larger values of
and while, it decreased with , and .
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